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SATURN 2020 Conference Announces Program and Speakers

The SEI Architecture Technology User Network (SATURN) 2020 Conference recently announced its full technical program. The four-day event will feature more than 40 courses, tutorials, keynote addresses, invited talks, experience reports, and technical talks by software architecture experts from around the world. SATURN 2020 will be held May 11-14 in Orlando, Florida.

The technical program covers architecture design, microservice architecture, DevOps, Internet of Things (IoT), mobile apps, edge computing, device data management, technical debt, and more. Yuanyuan (YY) Zhou, the Qualcomm Chair Professor in Mobile Computing at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD), will deliver the first keynote address, “The Human Dimension of Cloud Computing.” The second keynote speaker will be Chris Bergh, head chef, CEO, and founder of DataOps firm DataKitchen, who will deliver “Your Data Nerd Friends Need You!”

Registration for SATURN 2020 is now open.

Read more.

SEI NEWS

- Conference Names 2020 Nancy Mead Award Recipient
- SEI Team Wins 2019 ISLA Award
- Forrest Shull and Grace Lewis Elected to IEEE Computer Society Leadership
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SEI Publications

- Integrability
- Comments on NISTIR 8269 (A Taxonomy and Terminology of Adversarial Machine Learning)
- Secure Acquisition Curriculum
- Software Acquisition Curriculum

SEI Blog

Recent posts

- System Resilience Part 5: Commonly-Used System Resilience Techniques
- Comments on NISTIR 8269: A Taxonomy and Terminology of Adversarial Machine Learning
- Engineering for Cyber Situational Awareness: Endpoint Visibility

SEI Podcast Series

Available in video and audio formats

- The Future of Cyber: Security and Resilience
- Reverse Engineering Object-Oriented Code with Ghidra and New Pharos Tools
- Women in Software and Cybersecurity: Dr. Carol Woody

SEI Events

Featured events

- SEI at RSA Conference 2020
- NDIA ADAPT Agile in Government Summit
- SATURN 2020
- NatCSIRT
SEI Videos
Short videos of SEI work from our experts

- Defining AI Engineering
- Projecting How AI/ML Will Revolutionize Software Vulnerability Discovery
- Emotion Recognition from Voice in the Wild
- Perspectives on Quantum Computing: Education, Applications, and the Future of the Field

SEI Training

- Insider Threat Program Evaluator
  March 25-27, 2020 (SEI, Arlington, Va.)
- Design Guidelines and Patterns for Microservices
  April 7-8, 2020 (SEI, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

SEI Careers
Featured opportunities

- Software Architecture and AI Researcher
- Software Engineer
- All Current Opportunities

About the SEI Bulletin
The SEI Bulletin is a biweekly newsletter designed to keep you up to date on SEI news, events, research, and other matters of interest to the SEI community. We hope you find the SEI Bulletin useful and informative.

Send Us Your Story
Do you have a story about how an SEI technology has positively affected your team or organization? If so, the SEI would like to hear about it. Send a short summary of your success to info@sei.cmu.edu, and you could be
featured in a future issue of the SEI Bulletin.
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